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“What are the markers of a wholesome sexual experience that is accomplishing God’s relational 

intent?”  In my view, “healthy” protects happy pleasure it doesn’t threaten it. Seeking a healthy sexual 

relationship is a fair and good and wise and holy pursuit. 

1. Christian sex is always relational sex. 

Any sexual experience divorced from relational connecting isn’t healthy sex. Pornography, voyeurism, 

predatory touching, any form of paying for sex, exhibitionism, group sex, anonymous sex, or objectifying 

marital sex all have the same common denominator: sex divorced from relational connecting. Most 

forms of sexual deviancy include a separation between sex and emotional connection. 

Healthy sex says to each (willing) participant: “You matter. You are desired. You are cherished. I am not 

having sex with a body but making love to you as my special 3-dimensional (body, mind mixed with 

emotions, and spirit) spouse. I affirm you and want to please you.” 

2. Christian sex supports a relationship rather than being the relationship. 

Healthy sex serves a relationship; unhealthy sex becomes the relationship which is asking too much of 

sex. Sex should be an expression of what is, not a way to momentarily and artificially create what you 

hope to be true. Our culture tries to make sex the pathway to intimacy, rather than healthy sexuality 

flowing out of an expression of intimate connection. 

When sex becomes the relationship it’s like trying to support a fifty-story hotel on a foundation made of 

toothpicks. You build a healthy sexual relationship by building a healthy marriage on all levels: 

emotionally, spiritually, intellectually, and relationally. As Dr. Harry Schaumberg so ably puts it, “To be 

spiritually mature, you must be sexually mature; to be sexually mature, you must be spiritually mature. 

And I’d say that to be spiritually mature, and sexually mature, you need to be relationally mature. In 

other words, a mature marriage is a three legged stool of spiritual, relational, and sexual maturity.” 

3. Christian sex confronts rather than perpetuates sexual brokenness 

Many of us stumble into marriage as sexually broken people. We think marriage will cure our sexual 

brokenness, but problems re-arise when we want to express our sexual brokenness as part of our 

marriage. That’s like asking a doctor to serve your addiction instead of curing it. 

In our culture today, the most common silly notion (not even questioned by many) is that all desire 

must be legitimate, equally respected, tolerated, and even indulged. That’s foolish, ruinous, and not 

true in any other life experience. It’s possible to desire something that is harmful. You can eat yourself 

sick, you can spend your way to bankruptcy, and you can “sex” your way to disaster. So no, you are not 

obligated as a spouse to indulge every one of your spouse’s desires. 

Dr. Douglas Rosenau, one of the pioneers in Christian sex therapy and leading voice in educating the 

church, stresses that a poor body image, sexual shame, repression of healthy sexuality, and sexual 

immaturity are also aspects of sexual brokenness. In other words, not wanting to do something that is 

holy can be every bit as much evidence of brokenness as does wanting to do something that is wrong. 
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4. Healthy Christian sexuality is about mutually shared pleasure; perverse sexuality is about 

numbing the pain with selfish indulgence. 

Sex was created by God to (in part) produce offspring and renew intimacy between a husband and a 

wife. It offers a very pleasurable moment for husband and wife, helping them to cope with (and giving 

them a vacation from) mundane or difficult duties in life. It is also comforting, and naturally reduces 

anxiety. These are all wonderful byproducts of healthy marital sexuality. Sex is not meant, however, to 

be used like a drug. Instead of enhancing the present life of your spouse, unhealthy sex tries to escape 

your past life or selfishly use your mate’s body for personal and ultimately unfulfilling sexual 

gratification. 

A due warning here: Our Christian culture has often promoted a husband’s selfishness by stressing the 

wife’s duty to serve her husband sexually, rather than discussing how together a couple can create 

the mutually shared pleasure of a healthy sex life. Dr. Rosenau, Dr. Mark Laaser, Dr. Cliff and Joyce 

Penner, Marnie Ferree, Dr. Barbara Steffans, and many other leading Christian sex experts have been 

strong dissenting voices against this vicious strain, for which we are very grateful. 

5. Christian sex is based in truth 

Christianity is about authenticity, reality, truth, being connected to a real person, and giving real 

pleasure. The world keeps promoting sex that is all about artificiality, fantasy, deceit, and escaping from 

reality. “Looking over your shoulder,” lying, afraid of being “caught,” not wanting anyone to find out—

these are all markers of sex that is based on subterfuge and deception. To mentally imagine yourself 

making love to someone else while your spouse thinks you’re focused on them is one of the worst forms 

of fraud imaginable. You’re sinning against your spouse even as you are using him/her. As they give 

themselves to you, you are taking what’s offered to you and handing it over to another. 

Healthy sex isn’t just about excitement or reaching a climax—it’s about the two of you relating, 

connecting, knowing, and authentically being there for each other. Of course, finding legitimate ways 

to enhance pleasure and serve each other is relationship-enhancing; planning something special, being 

creative, even searching for something “new” can be a generous act of love. 

6. Christian sex affirms your sense of self 

In a healthy sexual relationship, you feel that the sexual experience affirms who you are: as a spouse, 

as parents raising kids together (and protecting/serving their family), as a believer in Christ (sex should 

never feel as if it is asking you to compromise your faith but rather be an expression of your faith), as a 

person who is cherished and loved. In unhealthy sexuality, the sexual experience leaves you feeling 

empty, alienated, almost like you’re role-playing or an object. 

Sex should affirm and reaffirm who you are, your sense of worth, your sense of being valued, and your 

sense of relationship.  A healthy sense of your sexual self will promote both a profound sexual intimacy 

and an amazing sacred marriage full of deep connecting moments.  As a side note, one of the ways it 

does this is to remind us who we are as people on the way to eternity. As wonderful as sex can be, as 

intoxicating as marital passion can feel, we were made for more than this world, and the fact that 

something as marvelous and even transcendent as sex doesn’t completely fulfill us reminds us that 

healthy sexuality actually points us toward heaven as our ultimate destination. 


